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Harris Interactive conducted a  
Toluna QuickSurveys study with a 
representative sample of 1,626 UK-based 
football fans aged 18+ between July  
10-15, 2020.

Football fans’ views on the impact of COVID-19 and football sponsorship

Gearing Up for 
2020-21

Fan profiling

Impact of COVID-19

69%
of the population 

consider themselves 
‘football fans’ 

45%
Supporting an 

English Premier 
League team

4%
Supporting a 

Scottish  
Premiership team

Barcelona, Real Madrid and Bayern Munich are the most popular 
teams from these leagues.
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will watch live in a stadium - less often

believe this will allow younger ‘home nations’ 
players to break through

expect football will eventually emerge leaner 
and stronger than ever before

expect professional football to have fully  
recovered from the impact of the pandemic 
within two years

In 'normal' times, the overseas leagues most watched live on TV are

Many football fans who usually watch live matches ‘out-of-home’ may well switch 
to ‘in-home’ next season

will watch live in a pub, bar etc - less often

Sponsorship

And fans are very much aligned with a recent House 
of Lords recommendation to phase out gambling firm 
sponsorship of football clubs over the next few years:

Fans recognise the financial importance 
of sponsorship to football clubs:

But fans also understand that sponsors 
impact how their club is perceived by others:

Football fans are also 
concerned about the 
relatively recent increase 
in visibility of energy 
drinks brands when they 
watch football:

The most popular industries for 
football clubs sponsorship are:

At the very least, there is a clear 
perception that the COVID-19 
pandemic will act as a ‘wake-up’ 
call to clubs:

Fans are very much open to retaining 
the new rules brought in to facilitate 
the end of the 2019-20 season:

Football gets a big tick for how it has 
performed during lockdown:

But it’s not all doom and gloom:

45%

There are major concerns about the potential 
impact of COVID-19 on professional clubs:

will watch live on TV at home - more often

59%

55%

believe the club they support has 
set a good example

42%

in favour of the option to 
use 5 substitutes per team

48% 63% 58%

say that football players in general 
have set a good example

38%

in favour of the mid-half 
drink break (although only 
24% would be in favour of 

ad breaks during these)

agree that the gap between top 
clubs and other clubs will widen

65%

would like players to be 
able to wear a poppy  
(at the relevant time)  

next season

42%

are positive about players 
continuing to wear a  

BLM slogan or symbol on 
their shirt

38%

support players being 
allowed to ‘take a knee’ 
before games kick-off

are worried that many clubs will 
go bust and disappear entirely

agree that clubs will need to start to 
live more within their means and over 
half believe that players’ salaries and 
transfer fees will need to be scaled 
back significantly

Fans are in favour of footballers being  
able to support a wide range of causes 
whilst playing:

agree that the level of sponsorship determines whether/how 
much their club can invest in new players

are open to re-naming their club stadium for a sponsor

would ban gambling firms as sponsors 
altogether

agree that gambling firm sponsorship of 
football helps to normalise gambling

agree that gambling is a good fit for football

agree football has become too 
reliant on gambling firms

47%#1 Sportswear

Charities

Consumer electronics

agree the sponsor brand is important because it 
represents the club and everything it stands for.

believe it’s likely  
to encourage kids 
to be unhealthty

55% would ban energy 
drinks from sponsoring 
football clubs

19%


